Seeking Nominations for
Master Steinologist and the J a c k Heimann S e r v i c e Award
Nominations for the 2007 Master Steinologist and Jack Heimann Service Awards are
being requested from any chapter or SCI
member. Nominees must be a member of
SCI in good standing. The criteria for each
of these prestigious awards is given below:

Master Steinologist
1. Nominee must have been published in
Prosit, the SCI Internet website or other
SCI endorsed media.
2. Nominee must be recognized as a
knowledgeable expert in some aspect of
beer stein collecting.
3. Nominee must have demonstrated a
prolific willingness to openly share stein
knowledge with other members of SCI.
Please send all new and updated nominations to the Chairman of the Master Steinologist Nominating Committee:

Dr. Roy C. De Selms
P.O. Box 891491
Temecula, CA 92589
or email to drroydesel@aol.com

Jack Heimann Service Award
1. Must be widely recognized as having
performed exceptional service for SCI.
2. Criteria to be considered include official
positions held, contributions at the national/ international level, service at the
chapter level, and any other forms of
service. Speaking, publishing and otherwise sharing ex-pertise, which are
proper qualifications for the Master Steinologist Award, are secondary considerations for the service award.
3. Although no specific duration of service
is mandated, it is normally expected that
the service will have been provided over
a minimum of several years.
4. Current office holders are not eligible for
nomination until after they leave office.
Nominations should be sent to the Executive Director of SCI:

Les Paul
568 Country Isle
Alameda, CA 94501
or email to oldsteins@aol.com

Nominations are due by April 1, and must be in writing and include the name and qualifications of the nominee and the name and contact address of the nominator.

Heligoland
by Chris Wheeler
My stein addiction started 10 years ago
when I inherited my father's stein, purchased new in 1952. This was to replace
one that got broken, his father's stein,
which had been handed down by his great
grandfather. Apparently that one was nondescript and brown, dated early 1800's, and
probably worth a fortune today. When the
perpetrator was confronted and told how
old it was, his only reply was, "Well it's
about time you bought a new one!"
My grandfather, on my father's side, hailed
from Gaildorf, Württemberg, came to the
UK in the late 1880's, settled in London to
raise seven children, and changed the family name from Wiessner to Wheeler. He
fought in the British Army on the same part
of the same front and on the same dates as
his brother, who was on the opposite side in
the Kaiser's Imperial Army. They only found
out after the war that they might have been
shooting at each other!
My great grandfather on my mother's side
was born on Heligoland, an inhabited island
approximately Y2 mile square in the North
Sea, 40 miles off the Danish and German
coasts. Its colourful geography and history
are ably described on the web-site
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heligoland. In
1890, when my great grandfather was a
young man of about 25, Queen Victoria and
the Kaiser, or more accurately their minions, decided to exchange territories. The
British gained Zanzibar (East Africa) and in
turn lost Heligoland.
Like most Heligolanders my great grandfather was a seafarer, in fact a ship's engineer. However he did not like the Germans
(or perhaps the Germans did not like him;
we are not sure), so when the exchange
took place, he decided to leave. The British
government of the day, in their wisdom,
gave Heligolanders full British citizenship
provided they worked for five years on the
land (sic!), since the general population, at
the time, was gravitating towards the cities.
This he did, and, when his time was served,
he ended up finally using his engineering
skills, working at the Gloucester Wagon
Works making railway vehicles. He never
returned to the sea!
It was fate, therefore, when I managed to
purchase a black-handled Marzi & Remy
stein with the island of Heligoland handpainted on the front. The legend underneath says "Helgoland," its German name,
which would indicate that it was painted
after 1890. I'm sure the old man would turn
in his grave if he knew I had this stein.

An image from the Views of Germany Photochrom Print collection held by the Library
of Congress shows the same view of the island with greater detail (below). If you visit
their site (http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/mdbquery.html) and search on the word "Helgoland" you will be taken to a page which
lists a number of additional views of the island which are contemporary with the stein.
Sadly, the island, which was used as a
naval base, was heavily bombed in 1945,
then used as a bombing range between
1945 and 1952, so these views are gone
forever. Today the island has been rebuilt
as a vacation resort.

A Military Mettlach Stein

Inf. Regt. Alt Württemberg
(3. Württemb.) Nr. 121
By Maj. John L. Harrell, Ret.
For centuries Württemberg and all the numerous states that are in what is now modern Germany were part of the Holy Roman
Empire, the Emperor of which was usually
the Emperor of Austria. All members of the
Empire were required to furnish troops
when requested by the Emperor. In 1805
the Empire was dissolved by the Treaty of
Pressburg following Napoleon's victories at
Ulm and Austerlitz over the Austrian Army
in the same year. At the same time Württemberg and fifteen other German states
were coerced into joining the French sponsored political and military alliance known
as the Rhein Bund, or Confederation of the
Rhine. As a reward for joining the confederation Württemberg was elevated from a
Duchy to a Kingdom by Emperor Napoleon.
In late 1813 these German "allies" deserted
Napoleon and joined an allied coalition that
included Austria, Prussia and Russia. This
coalition, along with the British Army invasion of France from Spain, forced
Napoleon's abdication in April 1814. In
1866 Württemberg, Baden, Bavaria and
Saxony along with a number of the smaller
German states supported Austria in the
Austro-Prussian War. Prussia was victorious in the "Six Weeks" War. Some of the
smaller German states that opposed Prussia were annexed by that kingdom, others
signed conventions in which they surrendered all of their military rights to Prussia.
Württemberg and Saxony, in their conventions with Prussia, maintained the integrity
of their armies in Army Corps (Württemberg
XIII Armee
Korps),
(Saxony XII Armee
Korps and later XIX Armee Korps) as part
of the Prussian army organization. The
Bavarian army was separate from the
Prussian lists, did not integrate their officers
in the Prussian army and maintained initially two Army Corps and later a third Army
Corps. All of the Bavarian units had their
own identification. The Bavarian Army,
alone of all the German states, came under
the command of the German Emperor only
in time of war. The Bavarians agreed to furnish troops in the event of war, which they
did in 1870 and 1914.
The / -liter Military Mettlach 2221/901 stein
from Infanterie Regiment Alt Württemberg
(3. Württemb.) Nr. 121 featured in this article is very colorful, historically interesting
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and research challenging. With the transfer
scene illustrating historically accurate action, three columns of fifteen battles, actions and sieges combined with the high
standards of Mettlach production, this stein
is by far the most interesting in the entire
military Mettlach series. It would be of little
value to just describe the scenes, uniforms
and name the individuals depicted on the
stein. It would be equally valueless to
merely list the regiment's participation and
casually lists for each of the fifteen locations inscribed on the stein. Context and
background information are necessary to
properly describe the decor, the significance of the scenes and to identify the individual images. Additionally, it is important
to briefly narrate the history of the regiment
in relation to the combat actions listed on
the stein and the wars or campaigns in
which they were fought.
From the number "121" on the epaulets of
three of the soldiers in the left panel the
regiment is identified as Inf. Regt. Alt Würt-

temberg (3. Württemb.) Nr. 121. It was garrisoned at Ludwigsburg 1890-1919. This
particular stein is a Mettlach 2221 with a
print number of 901. From the lid inscription
"Für
gutes
Schiessen
beim
Preissschiessen 1896" it was a shooting prize
stein. More than 150 different units are represented in the well known 2140 Vi-liter military Mettlach series of regimental steins.
Little is known about the background of this
series of steins other than what can be
gained from examining them and noting
their physical appearances. The beautiful,
soft, high quality transfers found on these
steins are up to Mettlach's usual high standards and appear to be the work of a single
artist. The regimental inscriptions on these
steins seem to date from the mid-1890's
and the very early 1900's, by which time
most honorary titles had been awarded.
With the single known exception of the
stein in this article, all other steins in the series have a mold number of 2140 incised on
the bottom. Other bottom markings usually
include the Mettlach "Castle" mark and various two digit dates, "95" or "97". A print
number, usually in black ink, is also present and with a couple of exceptions is
unique to the unit inscription. These print
numbers, which range from 741 for Garde
Gren. Regt. Nr. 1 to 1078 for Inf. Regt. Nr.
158, are not in sequence either by regiment
or branch of the army. In fact, these consecutive print numbers could represent
units from three different branches of the
army. One other Württemberg military Mettlach is known for Inf. Regt. Nr. 125, model
2140/1056.
Fifteen names in three columns list battles,
combat actions and sieges in which the
regiment participated from 1716 to 1871.
Most of these names are now obscure, forgotten or known only by military historians.
Inf. Regt. Alt Württemberg was sometimes

